It has been proposed that the mechanical flexibility of many wave-swept organisms reduces the hydrodynamic forces imposed on these plants and animals. For example, reorientation of the organism can render it more streamlined, and by "going with the flow" a flexible organism can reduce the relative velocity between itself and the surrounding water, thereby reducing drag and lift. Motion of the body allows the organism to gain momentum, however, and this momentum can apply an inertial force when the organism's motion is slowed by the deformation of the body's supporting structures. Through a series of mathematical models we show that the inertial forces imposed on flexible plants and animals can be large enough to increase the overall force on the organism, more than offsetting the advantages of moving with the flow. A dimensionless index, the jerk number, is proposed as a tool for predicting when inertial forces will be important, and the utility of this index is explored through an examination of the forces applied to kelps and mussels. The tendency for inertial loading to peak at certain frequencies raises the possibility that the structure of organisms can be tuned (either by evolution or physiological response) to avoid potentially damaging loads.
Benthic marine organisms in the intertidal and shallow subtidal zones must contend with harsh and oftentimes highly variable environmental conditions. At sites exposed to wave action, wave-induced hydrodynamic forces can be the dominant environmental stress. For example, water velocities in breaking waves commonly reach values of 10 ms-I, resulting in the imposition of large forces on benthic organisms (e.g. Denny et al. 1985; Denny 1988; Gaylord et al. 1994; . Whenever the supporting structure of a creature is insufficient to resist these forces, mechanical failure occurs and the organism is tattered, broken, or dislodged from the substratum.
Previous studies have shown that differential susceptibility to physical disturbance can have profound influences on an individual's survival, the distribution of species across habitats, and the structure of the biotic community as a whole (e.g. Dayton 1971; Paine and Levin 1981; Sousa 1979a,b; Menge 1978) . A mechanistic, quantitative examination of the forces imposed on organisms in the marine environment and the means by which these organisms contend with these forces is therefore crucial to understanding the morphology, physiology, ecology, and evolution of organisms on wave-swept shores.
The interaction between the supporting structures of benthic organisms and the hydrodynamic forces of the environment, however, is poorly understood. Specifically, most previous studies examining the forces imposed on organisms in high-energy environments have assumed that the organism is stationary (e.g. Koehl 1977a; Denny et al. 1985; Carrington 1990; Denny 1993 Gaylord et al. 1994) . Although this is reasonable for rigid organisms rigidly adherent to the substratum, it may not be appropriate for flexible plants and animals (such as anemones, hydrozoans, mussels, gooseneck barnacles, soft corals, and most macroalgae) that are able to reorient and move with the flow. This ability has three pertinent consequences. First, the deformation and reorientation of the organism may render it more streamlined. Second, the motion of the organism as it deforms can change (and often reduce) the velocity and acceleration of the fluid relative to the plant or animal. By assuming a less resistive posture and moving with the flow, the organism may reduce the hydrodynamic forces imposed upon it. Third, motion of the body allows the organism to gain momentum. This momentum can, in turn, apply an inertial force to the body when the body's motion is slowed by any elastic attachment to the stationary substratum. Thus, movement, as determined by the properties of a plant or animal's supporting structure, can potentially affect the total force applied to the organism. Although a few studies have investigated the effects of the mechanical properties of supports on the forces they experience (e.g. Koehl 1977a,b) , as well as the significance of bending in flow on drag coefficients and projected surface area (see Gaylord et al. [ 19941 and the references cited therein), the potential importance of flexibility has not yet been thoroughly explored.
An important issue here relates to the rather tacit assumption that movement in flow confers lower forces than would be encountered by stationary creatures. To address this issue explicitly, we present a sequence of mathematical models that quantitatively explore the inertial consequences of flexibility. Here, these models are applied to the particular case of benthic organisms in the wave-swept environment where the fluid (seawater) is dense, the velocities and accelerations may be large, and the hydrodynamic forces can therefore be substantial. The same principles apply, however, for plants and animals in a wide variety of other habitats.
Hydrodynamic versus inertial forces
Consider first what is often the largest hydrodynamic force, drag, a force acting in the direction of flow (Vogel 1994) . For flow along the x-axis: 955 Drag = +'&x,rlu,,l~ where the relative velocity, u,,, is dx u x,r = u, --. dt Here, u, is the velocity of the water and &/dt is the velocity of the organism (both measured relative to the stationary substratum), p is the density of the fluid (for our purposes the density of seawater, nominally 1,025 kg m-3), C, is the drag coefficient (a function of shape and Reynolds number), and A is the maximal projected area of the object.
A similar expression describes lift, a force perpendicular to the direction of flow (Vogel 1994; Denny 1988) :
Here, C, is the dimensionless lift coefficient.
Because these forces depend on the magnitude of flow relative to the plant or animal, if the organism moves with the flow, the imposed hydrodynamic force is reduced. In this respect, flexibility of the organism is advantageous-it allows the organism to "go with the flow."
There is a tradeoff involved with this motion, however. If the body (or some portion of it) moves with the fluid, the moving mass acquires momentum. For a body of finite length attached to the substratum, at some point in its travel the mass of the body must be brought to a halt by the resistive deflection of the body. This process, which necessarily entails a change in the body's momentum, results in the imposition of an inertial force, governed by the rate at which the body is decelerated:
where m is the effective mass of the moving body. Size and flexibility can therefore have strong effects on the ratio of inertial to hydrodynamic forces. A large, flexible structure can move with the flow for a time, thereby reducing drag and lift. But this reduction in force can be had only at the expense of acquiring momentum, and the bill must be paid by the imposition of an inertial force when the structure can no longer freely follow the flow.
We approach an understanding of the roles of static and dynamic stresses through the use of three simple mathematical models that embody several major principles. These models are in some respects simplistic and are not intended to portray a precise picture of the real world. They are, however, instructive. Once the basic principles have been established using these models, we examine three models of greater complexity that deal with specific biological examples from the wave-swept environment. In the process, several additional aspects of the dynamics of wave-swept organisms are introduced. These more realistic (although still somewhat simplistic) models allow us to explore how well the principles gleaned from the simple heuristic models are likely to apply in nature. Model 1: A mass on a damped spring The motion of a mass held in place by a damped spring and subjected to a force that varies sinusoidally through time (Fig. 1A) can be described (in one dimension) by the relationship (Thomson 1993) 
where m is the rnass of the object, x is its location along the axis of motion, t is time, b is the damping coefficient (a measure of the rate at which energy is lost to friction), and k is the stiffness of the spring (force per deflection). W is the amplitude of the external force applied to the system, and o is the radian frequency of the force's oscillation (o = 2n/T, where T is the period of the force's oscillation). Dimensional analysis of this relationship reveals that four dimensionless variables are required for a complete description of the system's motion. The first of these is F, the ratio of the actual maximum force imposed on the system by its deflection to the peak external force applied. In this case k F=jf, where x,,, is the maximum deflection. In the absence of dynamic (that is, irertial) effects this ratio is 1. As we will see, however, dynamic effects can either increase or decrease the magnitude of F. Note that Eq. 6a can be rearranged as F=& (W where W/k is the deflection that the system would experience if the peak external force were to be applied as a static load. Thus, for this simple model F may be thought of as either a ratio of forces or a ratio of deflections-the two are equivalent.
The second variable is the dimensionless frequency, a ratio of frequencies. vklm is the natural frequency of the spring mass system (in radians per second), the frequency with which it oscillates in the absence of external forces or damping (Thomson 1993) . This variable, then, expresses the ratio of the frequency with which the spring-mass system is being driven by the externally applied force to the natural frequency of the spring-mass system.
The third dimensionless variable is
Here, bu, is a measure of the viscous force acting on the system (see Eq. 5) and u,& is the maximal inertial force that could be applied when the mass is decelerated by the spring (Thomson 1993) . The apparently superfluous factor of 2 is explained below.
The fourth (and last) dimensionless variable needed to describe the behavior of a mass on a spring is td&d2v, the ratio of time to the natural period of the-system. This variable is needed to describe when a given force is imposed on the spring. For our purposes, we care only about the magnitude of the maximal force and do not need to know precisely when it occurs. We therefore do not use this final variable.
The dimensionless variables f and l can be used to describe F (Thomson 1993) :
That is, F (the ratio of the actual maximum spring force to the amplitude of the externally applied force) is a function solely of the dimensionless frequency and the ratio of viscous to inertial forces. This relationship is presented in Fig. 2 . For dimensionless frequencies substantially < 1, the force exerted on the mass by the spring is very nearly the same as that imposed by the external force (i.e. F G 1). In these cases, the mass is being driven at a frequency well below its natural frequency, and the force applied by the spring has time to come to equilibrium with the externally applied force. At dimensionless frequencies >>l, the force exerted on the mass by the spring is less than that externally imposed. In these cases, the external force does work primarily on the inertia of the mass rather than on the spring. If the frequency of the external driving force is near the natural frequency of the system, however, resonance results, during which the amplitude of motion increases. In the absence of damping, a spring-mass system driven at its resonant fre- Dimensionless Frequency, f quency gains energy with every cycle of force imposition and tends toward an infinite deflection. By draining energy from the system, damping limits this growth in deflection and therefore controls the force applied by the spring when f is near 1. The more highly damped the system (the larger the value of 0, the smaller the resulting force. The extra factor of 2 noted previously in Eq. 8 is included so that 5 equals 1 when the system is critically damped (see Thompson [1993] for a discussion of critical damping).
Model 2: A spring-mass system with hydrodynamic forcing
The simple damped spring-mass system described above assumes that the external force is applied directly to the system and is not affected by the system's motion, an assumption that is not at all realistic for many flexible plants and animals. For example, the fluid environment applies an external force to an organism through the imposition of fluiddynamic forces, and (as we have seen above in Eq. 1 and 3) these forces can be strongly affected by the relative motion of the organism and the fluid. It is thus useful to explore a second simple model of a spring and mass (Fig. 1B) . This model differs from the first in two respects. First, the mass is coupled to the fluid environment by drag. Second, we assume that the internal damping of the spring is negligible compared to hydrodynamic damping. In this fashion, drag provides both the external force that drives the system as well as the damping of the system as the mass moves relative to the fluid. The resulting equation of motion is where (in accordance with Eq. 1)
For this system, we prescribe the fluid's velocity as 24, = u,,,sin 02, where ux,,n is the maximal horizontal velocity of the fluid relative to the substratum. The dynamics of this system again depend on F andJ1 as well as on a new dimensionless index (analogous to the inverse of 0 that we call the jerk number, J:
The jerk number is the ratio between the maximal inertial force that could act on the moving system (calculated as for the simple spring-mass system) and the maximal hydrodynamic force that a stationary object could encounter (in this case, drag = K,,uxVnr2).
Eq. 10 is solved using a 4th-order Runge-Kutta algorithm with an adaptive time step (Press et al. 1992 ) and the resulting dynamic behavior of this system is shown in Fig. 3 . In many respects it is similar to that of model 1. The peak value of F is attained at f equal to 1, and for large jerk numbers this force ratio can be substantially in excess of 1. F decreases with increasing frequency above the resonant frequency, and is < 1 at dimensionlesS frequencies >>l.
In this model, the system is damped by drag as the mass moves relative to the surrounding fluid, and, as with the internally damped spring-mass system, the amount of damping sets the maximal F attained when the external forcing is applied at the resonant frequency. Because the damping term (drag) is in the denominator of the jerk number, this means that the smaller the damping the higher the jerk number and the larger the actual force exerted on the mass by the spring.
The principal difference between model 2 and model 1 is the presence of a secondary peak in F at low f (-0.3). At these low frequencies, the forces on the mass due to drag and the stretching of the spring have time to approach equilibrium before the direction of the flow changes. There is, however, a tendency for the mass to oscillate resonantly about this "equilibrium"
position. This secondary peak in F is due to the inertial forces associated with this oscillation, which at high jerk numbers can lead to inertial forces that are more than twice the externally applied hydrodynamic force.
Model 3: A mass on a discontinuous spring Although it neglects several forces that potentially may be important (seem "real-world examples" below), the model of a spring-mass coupled to the fluid environment by drag (model 2) can serve as a reasonable first approximation for many wave-swept organisms (e.g. anemones, mussels, and stipitate kelps). 'rhere are, however, a variety of organisms that are sufficiently flexible such that this model cannot apply, even approximately. For example, an alga such as the feather boa kelp. Egregia menziesii, is so flexible that small lateral deflections of the blade result in negligible restoring force, and the blade is thus free to move unimpeded through a wide range of motion. Not until the blade is fully extended in one direction does further deflection result in an elastic restoring force. For organisms such as this, a third simple model is required (Fig. 1C) .
The essential difference between this and the preceding model is the inclusion of a discontinuous spring. The effect of this discontinuity can be visualized by thinking of a mass tethered by the combination of a massless spring in series with a massless chain. When taut, the spring-chain has the properties of an elastic spring, and the interaction between the system's mass and the spring-chain are the same as outlined above for the spring-mass system of model 2. Unlike a simple spring. however, the spring-chain can be slack over a range of displacements of the mass. Specifically, if the spring-chain h2s unstretched length L and is fixed at the origin, the chain is slack as long as the absolute value of the location of the mass is less than L. We assume that when the chain is slack, it exerts no force on the mass. The equation of motion for this system is (14) where Ax = (I, -x) when x > L, Ax = (-L -X) when x < -L, and AX = 0 otherwise.
As in model 2, the velocity of the fluid (u,) is sinusoidal along the x-axis with amplitude u,,, and radian frequency o. The motion of the water is coupled to that of the mass through the imposition of drag, and the stiffness of the taut spring-chain is k.
This model possess one additional dimensionless variable, the period parameter, defined as 2n-%,
This parameter is proportional to the ratio between the distance traveled by the fluid in the natural period of the springmass system and the length of the structure. The natural period of the spring-mass system is 27r/V%%, and we multiply this value by u,,,, as an index of the distance traveled by the fluid. Dividing this product by L yields Eq. 15. The role of P in determining the system's motion can be explained as follows. If the flow imposed on a flexible organism is oscillatory (as it will be in many wave-induced flows), versing.
fluid flows only so far in one direction before reIf the effective length of an organism is equal to or greater than this maximal fluid travel, the organism can move freely with the flow through its entire cycle, and the necessity of deceleration by the support structure (and thereby of inertial force imposition) is avoided. On the other hand, if the organism substantially stretches its tether before the flow changes direction, an inertial force can be applied as the organism is decelerated.
The results of this model (again obtained using a RungeKutta algorithm) are shown in Fig. 4 , from which four messages emerge. First, in general and as before, the higher the jerk number, the larger the ensuing F. In this case the ratio of forces can be >lO in some situations. This large ratio is due to the fact that the discontinuous spring, when slack, does not impede the motion of the mass, and the mass can therefore attain a higher velocity (and momentum) than it would if tethered by a simple spring.
Second, the peak inertial force generally occurs at a dimensionless frequency of < 1, i.e. when the system is being driven below its natural frequency. Consider what is involved in "resonance" for this system. When the mass comes to the end of its tether it is decelerated by the spring-. chain and the spring is stretched. After the mass is brought to a halt, it is reaccelerated back from where it came by the energy stored in the spring. This sequence of decelerationreacceleration occurs at a frequency governed by the natural frequency of the spring-mass system. After being fully reaccelerated by the spring, however, the mass must travel twice the length of the spring-chain before it is again decelerated. Thus, the travel time between deceleration events must be included in the overall period of the resonant oscillation. Because the period of the oscillation is therefore longer than the natural period of the spring-mass system, the resonant frequency is less. Higher jerk numbers are associated with lower maximal fluid velocities (Eq. 13) and with a longer transit time between decelerations. As a general consequence, the higher the jerk number, the lower the frequency at which the peak force ratio is attained.
Third, both the period parameter and the dimensionless frequency affect the conditions under which the spring is in tension. For example, at a period parameter of 1, the spring is placed in tension at some point during a cycle only if the dimensionless frequency is CO. 15. In contrast, at a period parameter of 100, the spring can be in tension at a dimensionless frequency > 1 .O. The shift in F with a change in f can be abrupt-below a critical dimensionless frequency, the ratio of inertial to hydrodynamic forces is large; above the critical dimensionless frequency, this ratio is small or zero.
The fourth (and final) message concerns the predictability of the forces acting on the system. For many of the combinations of period parameter, dimensionless frequency, and jerk number shown in this example (Fig. 4) , the springchain-mass system exhibits dynamically chaotic behavior. The presence of chaos is exemplified by the fact that the maximal force recorded in one cycle of velocity differs from that in the next cycle in an unpredictable fashion, and is indicated here by the error bars in Fig. 4 that show the standard deviation of maximal forces.
The presence of chaotic behavior in this system is not surprising; the discontinuity in the stiffness of the springchain provides the nonlinear behavior required for chaos (Moon 1992) . For example, the precise timing of the rapid deceleration in one cycle of velocity can, to a large extent, determine the behavior of the system in the subsequent cycle. This makes the system exquisitely sensitive to its instantaneous conditions, a prerequisite for chaotic dynamics.
In summary, a simple model that includes a discontinuous spring (and thereby the potential for a mass to move freely with the flow) results in forces that generally fall into two categories. Within certain ranges of dimensionless frequency and period parameter, the mass never reaches the end of its tether, and the spring-chain is never placed in tension. Outside of this range, however, the ratio of actual to external force is likely to be substantially higher than for a simple spring-mass system. Owing primarily to the discontinuity in the stiffness of the system, its motions can be chaotic and therefore difficult to predict with any precision. Models 2 and 3 provide a useful framework for a priori estimation of the importance of inertial loading in waveswept plants and animals. If one knows the mass, size, and shape of an organism, the period and peak velocity of the flow to which it is exposed, and the stiffness of the organism's support structure, one can calculate the dimensionless frequency, the period parameter, and the jerk number for the organism. Reference to Fig. 3 or 4 will then reveal a first cut estimate of the ratio of actual to maximal drag forces (i.e. F). If the estimated F is large, inertial forces possibly dominate the force imposed on the organism, and going with the flow may not be a viable strategy. If F is small, flexibility is likely to result in diminution of the force experienced by the plant or animal.
Real-world examples
We now turn our attention to wave-swept organisms to explore how the principles explained above can be applied to three specific biological cases. Although by no means exact, these models include several aspects of added complexity that often accompany biological systems: the effects of virtual buoyancy and hydrodynamic added mass, nonlinearity in the system's restoring force, additional freedom of motion not allowed by one-dimensional models, and viscoelastic behavior in the object's supporting structure.
Stipitate kelps-Eisenia arborea (Fig. 5A ) and Pterygophora californica are subtidal kelps of the order Laminariales that often grow in dense understory groves beneath a surface canopy of the giant kelp, Macrocystis pyrifera (Abbott and Hollenberg 1974). These seaweeds are large, upright algae that bear their blades at the tips of vertically oriented, sturdy stipes. As such, they grow much like inderwater trees. These species typically live in protected to moderately exposed locations at depths ranging from 3 to 20 m, and produce stipes that may reach 2 m in length, with blades extending another 2 m from the stipe's terminus. Both species support approximately equal amounts of blade material for a given stipe length, but of the two, Eisenia produces stipes of a much more flexible construction, with elastic moduli about a quarter to a fifth of those of Pterygophoru.
Tensile modulus values, although a function of plant size, are on the order of 50 and 200 MPa, respectively (Gaylord 1997) .
As ocean waves pass over these plants, drag action on the blades induces substantial lateral swaying of both the stipe and blades, with the result that the plant may attain considerable momentum. The dynamics of the system are thus analogous to that of model 2, except that for the kelps the bending stiffness of their stipes (rather than a conventional spring) provides the restoring force. The dynamics of these kelps are modeled as follows.
For simplicity, the stipe is treated as a vertical cantilever with the entire effective mass of the system positioned at the free end of the stipe. The effective mass is composed of three parts: the plant's blade mass, the equivalent mass of the stipe (the mass acting at the end of a massless stipe that behaves as the dynamic equivalent of the distributed stipe mass [Thomson 1993]) , and the hydrodynamic added mass of the entire plant, pCuV. Here, V is the volume of water displaced by the plant, and C, is the dimensionless added mass coefficient, a function of the plant's shape. The added mass results from a mass of fluid that behaves, in an inertial sense, as if it tracks the movement of the plant (see Daniel [ 19841 or Denny and Gaylord [ 19961 for more on this hydrodynamic effect). FRY continuity with the other models presented here, the sum of blade mass and equivalent stipe mass of the stipitate kelp is denoted by the variable m; thus, the overall effective mass in this case is (m + pC,V).
As hydrodynamic forces (primarily drag acting on the blades) deflect the stipe, the stipe's stiffness resists further motion. For small deflections of the stipe tip (less than a tenth of the sripe's length), the spring constant of the system is well approximated by k 3(E0,, approx =L', W-5)
where (EI),, is the effective flexural stiffness of the stipe, and L is the stipe length (Gere and Timoshenko 1990) . If only small deflections occurred, this constant stiffness would mean that stjpitate kelps would behave exactly as predicted by model 2. 1:n reality, however, these plants often experience large deflections, and a more general expression must be used for their restoring force. Accordingly, we use large de- 
G(p) and G(p, a) are complete and incomplete elliptic integrals of the first kind, respectively, where p is the elliptic integral's modulus and Q, is the elliptic integral's amplitude (Abramowitz and Stegun 1965), terms related to the instantaneous deflection of the stipe tip. This results in a spring constant that increases with the magnitude of the applied horizontal force. The deviation of the actual stiffness from knpp,.,,x is shown in Fig. 6 . The simple velocity function of Eq. 12 assumes that the velocity of the water is everywhere the same. Under ocean waves, however, velocity varies through the water column, and to account for this variation Eq. 12 is replaced with a more realistic flow field described by linear wave theory. This theory accounts for effects of wave height and period, water depth, and the distance of an organism's blade mass above the substratum (Kinsman 1965; Denny 1988) .
Owing to the ability of kelp blades to reorient in flow, their drag coefficients decline with increasing flow speed. This effect is incorporated via a modification of Eq. 1: (18) wit11 7 < *. IIcre, KL = (1/2)pAS,, where S, is the shape coefficient of drag (see Gaylord et al. 1994) . S, and y are measured values that equal 0.041 and 1.55 for Eisenia and 0.042 and 1.23 for Pterygophora (Gaylord 1997) .
For completeness, two additional hydrodynamic forces associated with the water's acceleration are also included in the model. The virtual buoyancy, pVa,, is the force induced by the lateral pressure gradient that causes the water to accelerate. Here a, = DuJDt = [@u,l~t) + u,(~u,l~x) + u,(du,l &)I. For stipitate kelps (which live near the solid substratum) the vertical velocities are small. As a consequence, u,(du,l az) is small relative to the other terms and is neglected. The second additional force, the added mass force, is associated with the acceleration of the fluid relative to the object, where a,,. = (DuJDt) -(d*x/dt*). The added mass force represents the effect of the solid object on the changing pattern of flow in the accelerating fluid around it (Batchelor 1967 ). An empirically measured value of 1.77 is used for the added mass coefficient, C, (Gaylord 1997) . Because the accelerations under nonbreaking waves are relatively small, these forces constitute only a small portion of the overall hydrodynamic load. Note that the added mass force as defined here is a simplification that neglects terms that are large only for strongly nonuniform (i.e. highly sheared or rotational) flows (see Miloh 1994 for a discussion). The flows under unbroken ocean waves are approximately irrotational and only weakly nonuniform.
The full equation of motion is given by d*x mdt2 + kx = K&&x,rlY-' + pVa, + pC,Va,..
A rearrangement of this equation illustrates the origin of the effective mass (m + pC,V) described earlier:
Cm +. pC,V)g + kx = ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ' + (PV + pVC,)a,.
cw The equation of motion is solved using a 4th-order RungeKutta algorithm coupled with interpolation from an elliptic integral look-up table stored in memory. In these equations, x is the horizontal displacement of the stipe tip, and kx is the restoring spring force, with k defined as in Eq. 17. The left-hand side of Eq. 20 represents the sum of system inertia and elastic restoring force, while the right-hand side represents external force contributions from drag and hydrodynamic accelerational forces, respectively.
In this model, the stipe geometry (which in conjunction with the elastic moduli and degree of deflection determines the stiffness), blade area, and plant mass are set by the allometric growth patterns exhibited by each species, Values of these parameters for Eisenia and Pterygophora plants with a stipe length of 2 m are given in Table 1 . Because of this prescribed morphology, a plant of a given stipe length has a fixed (EZ),,, m, and Kb.
An additional limitation on the model is set by the physics of ocean waves. As waves move into shallow water (where they interact with plants such as Eisenia and Pterygophoru) their height increases and their wave length decreases. At some point (a wave height 180% of the water column's depth), this increase in wave steepness causes an instability in the waveform, and the wave breaks. Wave breaking thus sets an upper limit to wave height, which in turn sets an upper limit to the water velocity that can be imposed on seaweeds. These restrictions in morphology and water velocity mean that only a portion of the parameter space shown in Fig. 3 can actually be experienced by any plant. In particular, this constraint sets a lower limit on the jerk number that can be experienced by a plant of given size growing at a given depth and exposed to waves of a given period. Wave periods of l-20 s are used, spanning the range typical of nearshore ocean waves. Note that for this model kapplox (rather than k, which varies through time as the plant sways) is used to calculate J and 5 The model is initiated with A: of 0. A continuous traveling waveform of fixed amplitude and period is then allowed to move the water, and the plant responds. The deflection of the stipe is recorded at each time step, and the maximal deflection in each wave cycle is noted. This procedure is then repeated for different wave periods.
Unlike models l-3, in which the force acting on the system is linearly related to the deflection of a simple spring, the deflection of a cantilever-like algal stipe is not linearly related to force (Fig. 6) . Furthermore, the bending force applied to the stipe is not linearly related to the stress (force per area) impo;;ed on the stipe's material. Ultimately it is this stress that is of biological interest because it determines whether the stipe's material will break. Thus, in this case we use an alternative to F, where F (as defined previously) is the ratio of forces or, equivalently, deformations. This alternative, F', is the ratio of the actual maximal stress to the stress that would be imposed by drag in a steady flow with velocity u,,,. Figure 7 shows typical examples of the stress ratios that result from the movement of waves past Eisenia and Pterygophoru individuals. The similarity of this relationship to that of model :! is striking. Just as in Fig. 3 , both panels of Fig. 7 show el'evated peaks near a nondimensionalized frequency of 1. Fl3r the jerk numbers shown, higher maximum stresses occur at larger jerk numbers, and at a jerk number of 0.5 the stress ratio is Cl across the full range of nondimensionalized frequency. The presence of a secondary peak at f of -0.3 is also apparent. Athough these graphs show data from onkJ 2 m-tall plants growing in 5 m of water, results are qualitatively identical across both depth and plant size.
This simple picture can be affected, however, by the nonlinear stiffness characteristic of the stipes of these cantileverlike kelps. This effect is seen in Fig. 8 , which displays data for both relativre deflection and relative stress as a function of jerk number. at a fixed nondimensional frequency. At this f; both deflection and stress ratios increase monotonically with increasing jerk number for J > 0.25. When J is very low, however, wave heights are large, flows are rapid, and the plants are bent to large deflections where their nonlinear behavior becomes important. The net result is that the ratios of dynamic to static deflection and stress increase with decreasing jerk number for J < 0.25. These nonintuitive results (peculiar to structures with nonlinear stiffness) demonstate that care must be taken when generalizing from any simple model to more complicated flow-organism scenarios.
The bull kelp, Nereocystis leutkeana-Nereocystis comprises a holdfast, a thin, flexible, ropelike stipe terminated by a float (the pneumatocyst), and a mass of fronds (Fig.  5B ). This species is characteristically found on fully exposed, wave-swept shores from central California to Alaska, although it may be locally abundant in more protected sites (e.g. Puget Sound). The plant grows in water depths from 5 to -20 m (Abbott and Hollenberg 1978) .
The ropelike stipe of Nereocystis is constructed from an extensible, reasonably elastic material with a modulus of -lo7 Pa (Koehl and Wainwright 1977; Johnson and Koehl 1994) . In this respect, the stipe is capable of performing as the type of spring-chain structure used in model 3. The preponderance of the plant's mass is concentrated at the distal end of the stipe in the frond and pneumatocyst, and it is upon these structures that flowing water interacts with the plant, largely through the imposition of drag (Koehl and Wainwright 1977; Johnson and Koehl 1994) .
The morphology of Nereocyst'is is thus reminiscent of model 3. The primary difference between the kelp and model 3 is the presence in the kelp of the buoyant pneumatocyst. The action of this float is to pull upward on the stipe, while the action of drag is (in large part) to pull horizontally. Thus, the motion of the plant is necessarily two dimensional in contrast to the one-dimensional models presented so far.
The dynamics of Nereocystis are modeled in a fashion similar to that of Friedland and Denny (1995) and Utter and Denny (1996) . We treat the frond, stipe, and pneumatocyst masses as a combined mass concentrated at the end of a massless spring-chain of unstretched length L. The mass is tethered to the origin (X = 0, 2 radial distance from the origin = to 0) by the stipe. When the the concentrated mass is less than L, the stipe is assumed to exert no tension on the mass. Once stretched taut, however, the stipe exerts a tension proportional to its deformation, and this tension acts along the line connecting the mass and the origin.
The equations of motion are
d2z
Cm + pc,V)dp + k,AL = K~u,,,(u~,,. + u~,,)'y -'Y2 + W + PC, V>a, + PN -mg.
Water velocities are again calculated using linear wave theory. The mass of the plant, its hydrostatic buoyancy (pgV), weight (mg), maximal projected area, and stipe cross-sectional area are all taken to be allometric functions of stipe length as shown in Table 2 . The accelerational force acting on the mass is calculated as described above for cantileverlike algae, and an added mass coefficient C, of 3.0 is used (Utter and Denny 1996) . By analogy to u,,,., u,,, is the vertical water velocity relative to the point element and the vertical acceleration of fluid, a, = [(du,l~t) + uz(~u,l~z) + u,(&Q a~)]. Measurements made by Johnson and Koehl(1994) sug- gest that S, is 0.016 for this plant, and measurements made by Utter and Denny (1996) suggest that y equals 1.6. The extension of the stipe, AL, is (ux2 + z2 -L) when the stipe is stretched beyond its resting length L, and AL equals 0 otherwise. In these equations, k, and k, are the horizontal and vertical components of the stiffness of the plant's stipe:
The intrinsic stiffness of the stipe, k, cross-sectional area A '(s 7 length L, and k _ EAx.7 L * is calculated from elastic modulus E:
For a stipe 8 m long and a material stiffness, E, of 1.2 X 1 O7 Pa, k is 1.97 X lo2 Nm-I. The natural frequency of the spring-mass system (mass of 2.24 kg) is 9.4 rad s-l. These equations are solved using a 4th-order Runge-Kutta algorithm with an adaptive time step (Press et al. 1992 ). Wave periods from 1 to 20 s are used. For each period, the amplitude of the water wave is adjusted to give a specified value of the jerk number. In this fashion, once the length of a plant has been chosen, the calculations provide a measure of F as a function of nondimensional frequency, jerk number, and period parameter. The use of F here (rather than F') is appropriate because the stipe of Nereocystis is loaded in tension rather than bending, so (given the assumption of constant E) the stress in the stipe's material is linearly related to both deflection and force.
The calculation begins with the plant stationary and extended to its unstretched length vertically above the origin. A continuous sinusoidal traveling waveform of fixed amplitude is then allowed to move the water, and the plant responds. The tension in the stipe is recorded at each time step, and the maximal tension in each wave cycle is noted and used to calculate F. The calculation is continued until F is virtually constant (a variation of co.002 between successive wave cycles).
As with the model of Eisenia and Pterygophora, the nondimensional frequency, jerk number, and period parameter of the model of Nereocystis are confined to a subset of values that corresponds to the values of stipe length, wave period, and wave height found in the real world. For example, given a stipe length (which sets k, m, and Ki,) and jerk number, the maximum water velocity is fixed (see Eq. 13). Linear wave theory shows that maximum water velocity is in turn a function of wave height, wave period, and water-column depth (Kinsman 1965; Denny 1988) . As a result, for a fixed The wave heights required to maintain a constant jerk number. Linear wave theory shows that wave height is governed by two factors related to wave frequency. One of these decreases linearly with increasing frequency, the other increases exponentially with increasing frequency. For the range of frequencies used here, the second (exponential) term dominates, and wave height at constant jerk number increases with increasing b depth, when wave period is varied to change the dimensionless frequency (see Eq. 7), wave height must be adjusted to maintain a constant jerk number-the higher the dimensionless frequency, the higher the waves must be (Fig. 9B) . However, as noted previously, there is a physical limit to the height an ocean wave can attain in water of a given depth (Denny 1988) . Thus, the breaking characteristics of ocean waves set both the upper limit to dimensionless frequency and the lower limit to the jerk number that kelps such as Nereocystis experience.
Note that for a plant of fixed length (and therefore fixed k and m), the period parameter is a function solely of maximum velocity. Because maximum velocity is itself determined by the jerk number, J and P are not independent. In the calculations made here for a fixed value of J, P is allowed to vary, but it is always small (CO.13 for J = 1).
Results are shown in Fig. 9A . Although the model of Nereocystis is more complex than model 3 in that it is twodimensional and includes buoyancy and the added mass force, the results are actually simpler and more predictable. The ratio of ine:rtial to hydrodynamic forces increases with an increase in jerk number, and in this case F reaches values >600 (note the logarithmic ordinate in this figure) . As with models 1 and 2, F peaks at a certain f (see Fig. 10 ). In this model, F peaks at dimensionless frequencies varying from -0.2 to 0.5, dellending on the jerk number. Unlike model 3, in which the dimensionless frequency at the maximal F decreased with increasing jerk number, in the two-dimensional case of the bull kelp, f at peak F increases with increasing J.
Much of the simplicity of the bull kelp's behavior in this example is due to the fact that the buoyancy of the plant is sufficient to maintain tension on the stipe throughout the passage of a wave. Thus, the sharp cutoff of inertial force above a certain f characteristic of model 3 is not seen, and the model of Nereocystis does not exhibit chaotic dynamics for the parameters used in this example.
The marine vnussel, Mytilus-We now examine the dynamics of mussels of the genus Mytilus, one of the most common benthic invertebrates in exposed regions of the temperate oceans (Fig. 5C ). These mussels are commonly found in beds of conspecifics or congeners, but for simplicity we consider a solitary mussel, for example one within a newly formed patch (!;ensu Paine and Levin 1981) . Unlike our previous example 3, the flexible support here has both elastic and viscous behaviors.
Mytilus mussels are attached to the substrate with byssal threads, a system of fibrous strands whose mechanical properties are similar to collagen (Smeathers and Vincent 1979; Vincent 1982) . Each byssal thread is attached to a common stem; the stem, in turn, is continuous with a root in the byssus gland which secretes these threads. An average thread is -15-20 mm long and is divided into a corrugated portion proximal to the root and a smooth distal portion. The distal portion is andnored to the substratum by an adhesive disk. Mechanical failure can occur in any of these three portions, either as a function of the force per thread (failure within the thread or adhesive disk) or due to the combined force on the system of threads (failure in the common stem ; Bell 1996) . Significantly, the byssus system includes a byssal retractor muscle that maintains most of the threads in tension at all times. Muscle tension, therefore, removes any slack from the threads, giving rise to a situation that is substantively different from model 3. Some movement is permitted by the flexibility of the threads, however, and momentum can thus accumulate as the body of the mussel moves. To account for the interactions among momentum, byssus mechanics, and fluid dynamics, we describe a general model of the forces experienced by a mussel subjected to a breaking wave. We then use the model to explore the consequences of flexibility in the support structure to the total force experienced by the mussel's byssus.
Unlike the flow experienced by subtidal kelps (which at any given position oscillates sinusoidally), the flow initially imposed on an intertidal mussel by a breaking wave is characterized by water moving shoreward and generally parallel to the substratum with a velocity that quickly reaches some maximum value. Subsequently, velocity declines and then reverses during seaward flows, but it is the initial rapid increase in flow velocity that is likely to exert the largest force on mussels. We model the initial shoreward component of flow with a simple exponential function that mimics the flows recorded by Denny et al. (1985) :
where u,,,, is in this case the asymptotic maximum horizontal water velocity, r is the time constant for increase in water velocity, and t is time. The derivative of this expression gives the acceleration of the water as it flows shoreward, and u, is assumed to be zero. Although this expression does not capture the turbulent fluctuations associated with surf-zone flows, and does not take into account any flow perpendicular to the substratum, it does mimic the major features of the flow that determine the total and maximum forces associated with large-scale fluid accelerations.
Note that flow modeled in this fashion is aperiodic, with the consequence that we cannot directly calculate the frequency o for surf-zone flow, and therefore cannot use Eq. 7 to calculate a dimensionless frequency. We thus define an alternative dimensionless frequency: 
K,(=?hpCJ1) is analogous to K,, and C, is the dimensionless lift coefficient. Unlike the flexible kelps (for which the hydrodynamic force coefficients are assumed to be independent of the direction of flow), the coefficients C,, Cl, and C, as applied to mussels depend on the vector components of the relative flow in relation to the horizontal, long axis of the animal's shell ( Fig. 5C ; the animal is assumed not to rotate, although it may translate both horizontally and vertically): c, = c,,,,,,.lwfoI + G,p,lsin(~ )I (30) Cl = G, , , , (coswl (31) c, = Cn,pr,rIwwl + C~,,e,,lsin(wI (32) (33) Here, the subscripts par and perp designate flows that are either parallel or perpendicular to the long axis of the shell, respectively. 0 is the angle between the relative flow and the long axis of the shell (Fig. X) , and dzldt is the vertical velocity of the mussel. Note that because we have assumed that flow in the z direction is zero, u,,,. = -dz/dt. CLpp,.,, is assumed to be zero.
The externally applied forces on a mussel shell are instantaneously balanced by the byssal thread system. Like most biological structures, the byssus displays viscoelastic properties-the stiffness of the strands is determined not only by the strain of the material (that is, by its relative change in length), but also by the rate of strain. We choose a model of a standard linearly viscoelastic solid to describe the response of the byssus to strain, as this model has previously been shown to approximate closely structures resembling collagen (Vincent 1982) . This model represents a linear viscoelastic system (e.g. Bell 1996) , but incorporates time dependence. The standard linear model consists of two parallel springs (with stiffnesses k, and kJ and a viscous element (a dashpot of viscosity q) in series with the second spring (Fig. 11) . The mathematical representation of the tension created in the complete byssus system is thus in the form of a coupled system of differential equations:
k, = k,,,,ps(S)
where x(t) and z(t) are instantaneous distances from the initial position of the animal, n is the number of byssal threads, and (is the angle of the byssus with respect to the horizontal substratum (Fig. 5C) . & is defined as for Nereocystis. The "length" of the viscous element (L,) is initially 0 and is subsequently defined implicitly by Eq. 38, which describes the contribution of the dashpot term.
As before, this coupled system of 2nd-order differential equations is solved using a Runge-Kutta method in which the time step is adjusted to obtain suitable levels of accuracy. Fig. 11 . A schematic diagram of the standard solid used in the mussel model. Very small time steps (cl ms) are required in this case because the system of equations is very stiff for the particular parameters used.
To solve the system we begin with a baseline set of parameters that describes body dimensions, water motions, and material properties of the support structures (Table 3) . These values are chosen to represent those experienced by a typical lo-cm-long mussel. A maximum water velocity of 7 m s -I with an acceleration time constant (7, Eq. 26) ranging from 0.3 to 5 ms was used for this baseline set as it best reflects the wave dynamics shown in Denny et al. (1985) . Body dimensions (projected area and volume) were also derived from allometric relationships presented in Denny et al. (1985) . Our choice of material properties for byssal threads follows from the measurements of relaxation moduli detailed Young 1985) . For our baseline mussel we use 50 byssal threads of 2-cm length and total cross-sectional area of 0.8 mrn2.
Note that in this viscoelastic model, the stiffness of the system is itself a function of the system's dynamics. Because the jerk number, depends on the stiffness (Eq. 13), this means that J cannot be calculated as before. Instead, we define an alternative jerk number, Jvisc, (39) where (k, + k7! is again the maximal stiffness of the structure, K = MpV Cd2 + Cl2 A, and A is the maximal projected area of the mussel.
The results are shown in Fig. 12 , and are again similar to those from model 2. The ratio of actual to static forces is maximal at one particularf', and the higher the jerk number, the higher the force ratio. For the parameter range used here, that peak force is always greater than the maximum force imposed by a steady, unidirectional flow.
In models 1-3 as well as in the models of kelps developed above, flow is characterized by a single frequency o. In contrast, the flow applied here to a mussel simultaneously contains an entire spectrum of frequencies. Thus, to characterize fully the initial upsurge of a wave in a manner analogous to that of previous models, we can represent the flow as a linear series of sine and cosine terms whose superposition gives the form of the overall wave. In similar fashion, to characterize fully the tension in the byssus, we can represent the instantaneous tension by a superposition of tensions associated with a spectrum of frequencies. In standard engineering practice, this decomposition of the imposed and resulting forces into their frequency components is the role of the transfer function, the ratio of the Fourier transform of an output signal to that of an input signal (Marmarelis and Marmarelis 1978) . The transfer function, here given the symbol F", reflects the gain of a dynamic system and is analogous to the previously defined ratio of forces, F.
The transfer function of a mussel is shown in Fig. 13A . For the simulated wave used above, frequency-specific F" is sensitive to the time constant of the wave-the shorter the time constant, the higher the gain in force. Importantly, however, the frequency at which F" is maximal is largely independent of the wave's time constant of acceleration. Therefore, even though real waves may contain significant energy at frequencies below or above that associated with the maximal F" (Fig. 13B) , it is the energy at frequencies for which F" is high that has the greatest potential to load the structure substantially.
Note that the mechanical properties of the organism determine precisely where that maximum frequency occurs. Thus, the mechanical properties of the organism's support system can potentially be tuned to reduce inertial forces. Keep in mind, however, that F" is an index of the ratio of the force actually imposed on the byssus at a given frequency to the force applied externally. Even if this ratio is small, the absolute force applied to the byssus can be large if the externally applied force is sufficiently large.
Note also that the model presented here for the dynamics of mussels in flow, although incorporating many aspects of the actual system, is far from exact. For example, in real mussels byssal threads occur in a range of lengths, are deployed at a range of angles to the substratum, and have a range of preload tension. As a consequence of the simplifications made in our model, the results must be viewed as a ballpark estimate rather than a precise prediction.
Conclusions
Although the interactions of flexible organisms with their fluid surroundings can be complex, the models presented here allow several general conclusions to be drawn: (1) Going with the flow can indeed reduce the total force imposed on an organism, but typically only at low jerk numbers and at dimensionless frequencies well removed from some critical value (generally equal to 1). (2) For high jerk numbers and dimensionless frequencies near the critical value, the inertial force imposed on an organism by its own momentum can substantially increase the overall force. (3) In some (and perhaps many) cases, the size of organisms and the nature of the flows to which they are exposed determine a priori the range of jerk numbers and dimensionless frequencies that will be encountered. The models presented here may therefore provide the basis for useful predictions of the importance of inertial loading in fluid-swept plants and animals. (4) The tendency for inertial loading to peak at specific dimensionless frequencies raises the possibility that the structure of organisms can be tuned (either by evolution or physiological response) to avoid potentially damaging loads.
